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CHRIST COLLEGE 

DIAMOND JUBILEE ENGLISH MUSICAL 

 

Our Philosophy 

We always lay great emphasis on the holistic 
development of our young generations. In alignment of 

our philosophy, the Musical aims at expanding their 
moral, intellectual, physical, social, aesthetic and spiritual 
capacities so that they learn how to become responsible 

persons. 

 

 

 

 

A Blessing Life 
3 July 2014 (Thursday) 

2:30 p.m. 
 
 

4 July 2014 (Friday) 
8:00 p.m.  
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- Preface -  

As our school 
celebrates our 60th 
anniversary this year, 
we want to honor our 
school’s legacy with a 
musical about Moses. 
The story of Moses 
leading the children of 
Israel out of Egypt into 
the Promised Land 
teaches us about 
courage and trust. The 
biblical story of Moses 
is found in the book of 
Exodus. Moses is awe-
inspiring, not only did 
he save his people 
from the Egyptians, 
but he was a strong man of faith.   

 

The musical begins when baby Moses is placed carefully near 
the riverbank and is found by Pharaoh’s daughter, who keeps 
him. Upon his upbringing in an Egyptian home, he is still a 
Jew and has compassion for his people. Years have passed 
and he gets a calling from God, will he follow God’s plan or 
will he back down and hide? 
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It was in God’s plan for Moses to lead the Jews out of Egypt. 
God's power is revealed in so many ways. No one but God 
could part a sea. God also does many powerful things for us 
every day. He brings the sun up in the morning, He showers 
the earth with rain, and makes the trees grow. He even 
created gravity to keep us from accidentally flying into outer 
space. We have to learn to trust in Him that He will lead us, 
because the bible said, “Trust in the LORD with all your heart, 
and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways 
acknowledge him, and he will make your paths straight” 
(Prov. 3:5-6). 

 

I would like to take this time to give heartfelt thanks to all the 
teachers involved for all their hard work and dedication in 
planning and preparing for this musical. Through the long 
hours of practising and perfecting, they have put on an 
inspiring show for all of us. With their willing and supportive 
hands, our students were able to have confidence, 
interpersonal skills and creativity to accomplish this show.  

 

The students have exceeded all of my expectations for this 
musical. This production has given our students an 
opportunity to explore their talents whether it is in dancing, 
singing or acting, they love it all. Students were also about to 
extend their knowledge of English. This team has built a 
bond and memories that will be with them for a lifetime.  

 

Mr. Fung Chi Tak 

Principal 
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- From the Teachers - 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

To commemorate the 60th Anniversary of our 
school, we proudly present the Musical to all of 
you. It is going to be an amazing and entertaining 
occasion with talented and wonderful 
performances from our diligent students. I must 
say that our teammates have done a great job to 
bring the show to life. Without the full support 
from our school, the Musical would not have been 
successful. Despite any difficulties we have come 
across, we never give up, and with the 
tremendous efforts of our students and teachers 
alike, I have confidence in saying that we will 
enjoy a great show today.  

Ms. Cheung Man Kei  
Head of Extra-Curricular Activities Team 

 

The production of the Musical is definitely an 
accomplishment and all parties involved deserve 
applause for their devotion and passion. I would 
like to take this opportunity to express my 
heartfelt gratitude to our students, parents and 
teachers. Without their concerted effort, the 
Musical would never have been produced 
possible. I also feel proud to be one of the teachers 
responsible for the Musical.  

Mr. Chan Chi Chung  
Head of English Department 
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It is never an easy task to produce a musical. 
After a long period of preparation work and 
training sessions, our students finally succeed in 
producing the Musical with their talents and 
patience. I am sure that this is also a wonderful 
chance for them to understand more about how 
to plan, organize and perform well with a lot of 
teammates. I am also confident that their effort 
will surely pay off. 

Ms. Wong Man Wa 
Head of Music Department 

The Musical is without doubt a triumphant 
breakthrough for our school and students. 
Students have experienced uplifting success 
during the rehearsals and school performances, 
which involve singing, dancing and acting 
together. This helped the students to increase 
their confidence level, learn team spirit and find 
a sense of belonging. I feel proud of our 
students and I really appreciate that the school 
has done so much for them. 

Ms. Zheng Yuejiao 
Head of Drama Club 

The Musical is certainly the collective effort of 
students, teachers, alumni and parents. This is 
also a milestone for our students to showcase 
their talent that our team members can unite 
together with choir members in this special year 
for celebration. I am delighted to say that our 
students have developed a strong sense of 
achievement and belonging to our school. 

Mr. Cheng Kam Hung  
Head of Extra-Curricular Activities Team 
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- Main Cast - 

 

  

Yocheved/ Israelite 
Chan Kit Yee, Kity 

Miriam 
Cheung Fung Yee, Elva 

New Pharaoh 
Chow Tan Kin, Kenny 

Moses 
Kim Wing Kei, David 

Haim 
Keung Lok Yin, Arien 

Old Galon 
Leung Ho Wai, Jarvis 
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- Swings - 

  

Galon 
Tsui Ka Hei, Mike 

Raybah 
Lee Min Ci, Angela 

Batyah 
Ng Wing Yu, Mimi 

Aaron 
Tai Ching, Asher 

Rachel 
Tong Wan Yi, Vicki 

Pharaoh/ Israelite 
Tang Chun Kit, Kit 
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- Swings -  

  

Egyptian 2/ Israelite 
Lo Lok Pui, Christine 

Egyptian/ Israelite 
Cheung Yuen Ying, Karen 

Priest 2 
Lai Him Long, Joshua 

Egyptian 3/ Israelite 
Tsang Wai Yin, Natalie 

Egyptian 4/ Israelite 
Yeung Wai Lam, Kelly 

Priest 1 
Lo Siu Chung, Tom 
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- Swings - 

  

Servant/ Israelite (Barkah) 
Chan Tsz Ching, Miffy 

Israelite (Nadab) 
Yip Man Wai, Violet 

Israelite (Abihu) 
Kwok Yuen Ting, Krystal 

Servant/ Israelite (Gareb) 
Tang Wing Sze, Alice 

Soldier 4 
Lam Pui Ching, Jenna 

Soldier 2 
Fung Chor Yin, 

Soldier 1 
Lai Hoi Lam, Charlotte 
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- Swings - 

  

Slave trader/ Israelite 
Lau Wing Tung, Wingcle 

Slave 2/ Israelite 
Chan Nga Man, Noel 

Slave master/ Soldier 3 
Ho Chung Him, Sean 

Slave/ Israelite (Jasip) 
Leung Ka Yu, Yvonne 

Slave/ Efraim 
Kong Suet Ying, Christy 

Slave 1/ Israelite 
Choi Lai Kwan, Ann 

Slave/ Daniel 
Wong Ho Kwong, Jason 
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- Synopsis - 

In Egypt, (13th Century BC) the Jews were enslaved and 
oppressed by the Pharaoh and the Egyptian empire.  Moses, an 
Israelite raised as an Egyptian prince, could no longer bare to see 
his fellow Jews suffer at the hands of other human beings. He set 
out with the message from God to free the Jewish people and led 
them to the promise land. 

 

Years later, Galon recounted his tale and experience to his son 
Haim, of the importance of the Ten Commandments and the 
great sacrifices made by their saviour Moses.  
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- Reflections from the Students - 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

My enjoyable experience in Musical: William Shakespeare once said, 
‘sweet are the uses of adversity.’ Though his saying is short, it carries a lot 
of meaning to me – through acting and performing, I now understand that 
learning English in an authentic way is very important! I love the Musical 
badly! 

Tsui Ka Hei, Mike 
2B (27) 

My exceptional experience in Musical: The Musical brought me a 
platform to develop my acting skills. The knowledge I acquired through 
coaching helped me sharpen my competitive edge in my future career as I 
started to understand how to perform and organize an activity which 
requires a lot of preparation work and manpower! 

Lau Wing Tung, Wingcle 
2C (13) 

 

  My unexpected experience in the Musical: I have 
been learning English for years, but today, I found 
an effective way to learn it – through Musical. After 
a tough selection process, I was lucky enough to be 
chosen last August. Then I started to learn the basic 
steps and skills involved with a musical. I 
understood the responsibility I needed to take. I fell 
in love with the Musical and was able to learn better 
English through various opportunities. 

Chan Tsz Ching, Miffy 
3A (6) 
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My fabulous experience in Musical: How fabulous it was! I saw my gradual 
improvement in speaking, reading and listening in English. All my coaches were 
using English. Apart from learning how to act and perform, I learnt how to be a 
responsible learner too! 

Lee Min Ci, Angela 
3B (15) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
My precious experience in Musical: Delighted to play one of the supporting role 
in the Musical, I appreciated every precious moment throughout the coaching 
from last summer up till now! I also learnt a lot of useful vocabulary and acting 
skills. I wish to join another Musical next year! 

Tong Wan Yi, Vicki 
5B (30)

My invaluable experience in Musical: 
After joining the Musical, I understood 
that sacrificing my spare time was worth it 
because I made more friends, acquired 
knowledge about acting and gained a 
strong sense of achievement and 
belonging! 

Chan Nga Man, Noel 
3B (2) 

My priceless experience in Musical: The 
experience I gained from the Musical is so 
valuable that I am sure I can make use of it 
throughout my entire life! The 
interpersonal skill I learnt can help enlarge 
my social circle and develop my friendship 
with other teammates. 

Leung Ka Yu, Yvonne 
3C (15))
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  You raise
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  me up!
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My stunning experience in Musical: Acting is never an easy task. The Musical 
gave me a lot of pleasure. I myself learnt a lot throughout the training sessions. 
Our teachers were very kind and helpful. Through the Musical performances, 
we learnt how to deal with stress. We also learnt how to turn that stress into 
motivation. 

Choi Lai Kwan, Ann 
4B (7) 

My valuable experience in Musical: Why did I join the Musical? I now fully 
understand the principle of ‘no pain; no gain.’ To brush up my English and 
enlarge my social circle, I play a more important role in the Musical – against 
all odds – I really enjoyed every moment with my team members during 
rehearsals, which was a lot of fun and happiness! I think I used every effort to 
perform my best in this once-in-a-lifetime experience! 

Chan Kit Yee, Kity 
4D (2) 

My challenging experience in Musical: As an old saying goes, ‘actions speak 
louder than words.’ I am such a brave person that I am willing to face any 
challenges, and the Musical was no exception at all! Joining the Musical, I 
needed to spend more of my free time on rehearsals; but at the same time, I 
still had to prepare for my HKDSE. However, I made use of my time 
management skills to study more efficiently! 

Yeung Wai Lam, Kelly 
5C (36)
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My exciting experience in Musical: My friend told me not to join, but I thought I 
should because I would like to improve my English and make more friends. 
Finally, I made up my mind and participated. Of course, I enjoyed all moments 
during rehearsals and performances. Tiring as they were, I felt that the decision I 
made was correct! As William Shakespeare once said, ‘there is nothing either good 
or bad, but thinking makes it so.’ 

Kong Suet Ying, Christy 
3D (12) 

My beautiful experience in Musical: ‘It is not enough to help the feeble up; but to 
support him after.’ – William Shakespeare. Our friendship was developed during 
the coaching sessions and rehearsals. We helped one another to face any challenge 
and finally we made it! We are caring and helpful. I sincerely hope our friendships 
will last forever! 

Yip Man Wai, Violet 
3C (37) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My wonderful experience in Musical: Before joining the Musical, I sang so badly 
that it was beyond description! After receiving professional coaching, not only has 
my singing skills but also my dancing skills greatly improved. I love the Musical 
very much! 

Tai Ching, Asher 
3D (23) 

My enjoyable experience in Musical: Patience is one of most important words I 
learnt from the Musical – without patience I would not have my interpersonal 
skills improved. I appreciate every moment I shared with my teachers and coaches 
who never failed to give me full support! 

Ng Wing Yu, Mimi 
3C (27)
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My cheerful experience in Musical: People 
usually say I am a cheerful person. While 
joining the Musical, I found out more about 
myself – cheerful, light-hearted, glad, 
delighted, to name a few. I want to thank the 
school for offering me this golden 
opportunity to help improve myself! 

Cheung Fung Yee, Elva 
5A (4) 

My exhilarating experience in Musical: 
There may be some classmates who say that 
they are too busy preparing for the public 
exam; others may also say that they prefer 
playing ball games to joining the Musical. 
However, to me, I had a deeper 
understanding about myself – to perform 
well on the stage! I made it – a much more 
rewarding and meaningful task to do! 

Chow Yan Kin, Kenny 
5A (7) 

My rewarding experience in Musical: I do believe that hard work will pay off one 
day. Joining the Musical certainly enlarged my social circle and confirmed the proverb: 
‘practice makes perfect.’ is true! Although I will go to F.6 next year, I never forget every 
joyful moment at the Musical. 

Kim Wing Kei, David 
5A (12)

 

My unique experience in Musical: Voltaire once said: 
‘appreciation is a wonderful thing; it makes what is 
excellent in others belong to us as well.’ We came 
across a number of difficulties and it was hard for me 
to squeeze more free time to study when the tests and 
examinations were around the corner. However, 
throughout the training, I was delighted to discover my 
own talent – acting.  

Lo Lok Pui, Christine 
4B (20)
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My awesome experience in Musical: I still 
vividly remember that on the first day of the 
training course, I really wanted to quit 
because of many lines, complicated lyrics and 
arduous dancing steps. However, with my 
determination and teachers’ support, I 
overcame all those difficulties!  

Keung Lok Yin, Arien 
5D (15) 

 
 
 

My colourful experience in Musical: There 
are different roles in the Musical. We all tried 
our very best to perform as well as we can. No 
matter what the roles we played, we 
performed as a team! The Musical becomes 
more colourful as we have different talents! 

Leung Ho Wai, Jarvis 
5D (20) 

My pleasant experience in Musical: To 
improve my English, I took part in the 
Musical. Joined it, I found that learning 
English is funfilled and fantastic! I would 
like to express my gratitude to my principal, 
teachers and coaches. They always 
encouraged me to go further! 

Ho Chung Him, Sean 
3B (8) 

 
My gorgeous experience in Musical:  
I really enjoy every wonderful moment I 
had at the Musical that I performed with 
professional coaches and devoted 
teammates! I also enjoy the songs that are 
inspiring and educational.  

Kwok Yuen Ting, Krystal 
4B (11) 
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My memorable experience in Musical: William 
Shakespeare once said: ‘do nor for one repulse, 
for go the purpose that you resolved to effort.’ I 
never gave up acting and performing at the 
Musical as I found it memorable! I enjoyed 
performing with my teammates and share with 
them my happiness and sadness! 

Lai Him Long, Joshua 
4D (14) 

 
 
 

My fantastic experience in Musical: What a 
wonderful Musical it was! I found the Musical 
enjoyable. The experience I had was fantastic! 
The tutors were helpful and caring. I am looking 
forward to the next Musical. 

Wong Ho Kwong, Jason 
4D (23) 

My unforgettable experience in Musical: Thanks to a 
series of training courses and rehearsals, I understood 
my strengths and weaknesses. Throughout the whole 
process, I widened my horizons and made friends with 
musical lovers. I also learnt interpersonal and 
communication skills! Now, I am falling in love with the 
Musical!  

 Cheung Yuen Ying, Karen 
4C (4) 

My interesting experience in Musical: I am lucky 
enough to go through all the difficulties and finally I join 
the Musical. I have learnt how to manage time well and 
strike a balance between studies and extra-curricular 
activities. I also felt grateful my school offered me a 
chance to boost my confidence! 

Lam Pui Ching, Jenna 
4E (14) 
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My unique experience in Musical: 
Every one in the Musical team played a 
unique role happily. We enjoy acting 
and singing on the stage. Though we 
sometimes came across some 
difficulties, we solved them one by 
one. We all enjoyed the process 
interacting with other teammates. 

Tang Wing Sze, Alice 
4B (27) 

 

My unbelievable experience in 
Musical: It was quite hard to handle 
two demanding tasks: the Musical and 
revising for the coming HKDSE. 
However, I was able to manage the 
time quite well because the coaches 
helped develop my oral skills in 
English. I found that my oral English is 
getting better because I needed to use it 
throughout all the training sessions. It 
is unbelievable. 

Fung Chor Yin, Victoria 
5D (11) 

 

My interesting experience in Musical: 
The Musical interested me a lot. I 
started to watch more English movies 
and videos. The more I watch, the 
more I can understand. I realized that 
watching musicals can help me 
improve my English. 

Lai Hoi Lam, Charlotte 
5E (13)
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My educational experience in 
Musical: A Latin proverb said ‘things 
hard to come by are much esteemed.’ 
As difficult as the training courses 
were, I never gave up. I believe in team 
spirit. I also believe the Musical was a 
journey to improve my life skills which 
are very useful in my future career 
path! 

Lo Siu Chung, Tom 
4E (18) 

 

My challenging experience in 
Musical: We need challenges! The 
Musical providesd me with golden 
opportunities to develop my potential 
in acting. I am lucky to be selected. I 
am also delighted to take any 
challenge. To equip myself for my 
future career path, I participated in the 
Musical and performed as well as I 
could! 

Tsang Wai Yin, Natalie 
5B (31) 

 

My funny experience in the Musical: 
I am not good at English, but because 
of my determination, I was selected to 
participate in the Musical. I promised 
myself that I would try my best to 
improve my English. It is funny how I 
can remember the words of songs and 
lines, even ones I don’t really 
understand in the Musical. 

Tang Chun Kit, Kit 
5D (31)
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- Choir Members - 

  

First row (from the left) Second row (from the left) Third row (from the left) 
Tang Wing Yan  Chan Ka Man Cheung Wai Yin 

Chui Pui Man Mak Tsz Wai Chong Hiu Tung 

Yuen Fung Yan Man Yan Tung Kong Hiu Wan 

Leung Tsz Ching Chan Kit Man Kung Yu Ting 

Fong Tsz Ching Yeung Ching Chan Kit Ying 

Chung Wai Ha Lee Hoi Lam Kong Yuen Yung 

Ng Mei Wah Ho Nok Yi Xie Yi Ting 

Neau Wing Ting Isabelle Hui Hiu Yin Tsang Ying Ying 

Tsui Hiu Ying Ho Wing Tung Luk Cheuk Ming 

Chow Suet Nam Yue Yuet Ching Chiu Tsz Chong Joshua 
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- Scenes - 

Scene 1: A lesson on the Ten Commandments 

  Song One – Any Dream Will Do 

Scene 2: Baby Moses saved from the Pharaoh’s new order against the Jews 

  Song Two – Corner of the Sky 

           Corner of the Sky (Reprise) 

Scene 3: No one should ever own another human being. 

Scene 4: I am one of them. 

  Song Three - Close Every Door 

Scene 5: Life as a Jew was bounded to slavery and being mistreated by the 
Egyptians 

  Song Four – Everybody Ought to Have a Maid 

Scene 6: Moses returns to confront the New Pharaoh 

  Song Five – Save the People 

Scene 7: The plague that sets the Jewish people free 

Scene 8: Crossing the River Nile to Freedom 

  Song Six – Everybody Rejoice 

Scene 9: The Ten Commandments and the journey to the promise land 

  Song Seven – You Raised Me Up 

Scene 10: Return of Haim 

  Song Eight – It’s the Raining Man  
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- Production Staff - 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Producer:  

Mr. Fung Chi Tak, Principal 

Technical Support:  

Mr. Wong Wai Leung  

Mr. Ng Chi Ho 

Promotion and Ticketing:  

Ms. Chan Lai Ping 

Ms. Man Mei Shan 

Ms. Ting Man Shan 

Special thanks to:  

Ms. Cheung Chui Shan 

Mr. Ng Kwong Wah 

Mr. Yuen Ka Ho 

Mr. Ku Yiu Hung 

Mr. Fung Tai Hang 

Mr Cheng Ka Wah 

Mr Lai Choi Hung 

 

LIVE BROADCAST 
Director and Camera:  

Chung Pak Hei 

 

MASTER OF CEREMONY 
Ringor Derrick Ishmael B 

Te Wing Yin, Miriam 

 

POSTER AND T-SHIRT DESIGN 
Ms. Man Mei Shan   

Lung Chak Hin  
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- Production Teams - 

Artistic Director’s Note 

I am always amazed by the discovery of young talents 
through the process of creating a new musical. And the 
process of creating this new musical has also been a 
wonderful experience of seeing these young performers 
going from the stage of “being shy and not too sure of 
themselves” to the stage of “being fine and knowing what 
to do”. It is a wonderful opportunity to see their journey 
from doubts to confidence.  

The creative team has been amazed by the changes we 
have been able to see in many students and how they are 
able to benefit from such a journey of self-discovery.  

Doubts and lack of confidence have been overcome with the support of a great team of 
teachers and our creative team, thus allowing us to see today their wonderful 
performance that is the fruit of hard work and commitment. 

Please join me now to congratulate all of them for their hard work and dedication. 

And wishing you dear audience a wonderful show! 

Mohamed Drissi 

Artistic Director 

Hong Kong 3 Arts Musical Institute 

 

 

Presented by Christ College  

Produced by Hong Kong 3 Arts Musical Institute Limited 

Production Team: 

Artistic Director: Mohamed Drissi 

Script: Jim Gitsham 

Director: Alan Wai 

Choreographer: Desiree Guico 

Vocal Coach: Ken Ho 

Producer: Andrew Chan 

Stage Manager: Gloria Ngai 

Set Designer: Bill Cheung 

Costume Designer: Aemiliana Cheung 

Lighting Designer: Alice Kwong 

Sound Designer: Candog Ha 

Make Up and Hair: Victor Tong 

Video: C. Production House 
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Union is strength! 
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